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introduction 

• This is a talk about computer games 
and human rights 

• these are two subjects that are rarely 
discussed together 
– Although not actually never 
– I have spoken about it at ministerial-level eu 
and council of europe events 

• the relationship and implications are only 
being explored slowly 
– It’s an area Wide open for research! 



Bear kombat 

• Here’s a picture of two bear cubs fighting 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• RAWR! 

 



fundamentals 

• When it comes to games and human rights, 
it’s important to remember that: 
– Everyone has human rights, whether they 
play games or not 

– They protect people from governments 
– Computer games are played by players, 
who (being human) have human rights 

– Computer games are designed by designers, 
who (being human) also have human rights 

• Most of the problems we’ll encounter 
concern competing rights 
– Non-players versus players versus designers 



rights 

• People have many rights, not all of 
which are human rights 
– consumer rights, For example  

• Uniquely, Human rights are inalienable 
– They can’t be taken away from you 

• They’re backed by the un’s 1948 
Universal declaration of human rights 
– Which together with the international 
covenant on economic, social and cultural 
rights plus international covenant on civil 
and political rights gives the 1966 international 
bill of human rights 



The right to play 

• Now Before i start discuSsing human 
rights, i’ll mention a “right” that isn’t 
– The right to play 

• Human beings have no right to play 
• They do have a right to self-
expression, which could be 
interpreted as a right to play 

• It’s not just humans that play, though 
– Those bears i showed you were playing 

– This is where serious games come from 



• Here’s someone getting knocked out 

 

Trigger warning! 



Non-player rights 

• So, the first thing to note is that games 
can affect non-players’ rights 

• Example game 1: 
– Computer generates one secret random 
word for you and another one for me 

– The first one of us to get the other to 
say our word wins 

• Example game 2: 
– As example game 1 but we try to get 
uninvolved non-players to say the words 



extending 

• This can anNoy the non-players being 
used as pawns, but Is it breaching their 
human rights? 

• Well, What If instead of getting them to 
say words you punched them? 

• “we’re just playing a game” can work if 
the people involved give their consent 
– Boxing (a competitive game) 

• It fails without consent 
– to exist, games neEd consent 



Magic circle 

• This introduces a concept which I 
assume you know: the magic circle 
– The space in which players bound their actions 

• The context It provides is what 
psychologists refer to as a frame 

• A frame includes A set of permisSions 
to do things you normally wouldn’t 
– Dark room sex game 

• Frames protect many activities 
– Eg. actors being sexist/racist on stage 



limits 

• Boxing is interesting because boxers are 
temporarily giving up a human right 
– Article 3 UDHR: Security of person 

• Human rights laws would anNul any 
contract that let someone beat you up 

• Is it therefore a general principle 
that people can opt to waive their human 
rights as part of a game? 

• Shouldn’t non-players or the state be 
able to protect you from yourself? 
– What about rusSian RouletTe? 



1st May, 1945 

• Okinawa 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• There’s a japanese sniper in that church 



Collateral damage 

• What if my game-playing offends you? 
• A 2005 big seller in the usa: Deer hunter 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• This game never made it to the UK 



Why? 

• Games depicting the killing of animals 
– bad taste 
– Non-players                                       
can get                                 
very upset 

 
 
 

• games depicting the killing of humans? 
– The uk’s Non-players care lesS about that..! 



insensitivity 

• Even though no actual deer are hurt, if i 
shoot virtual ones some people might 
genuinely be distressed to know that 

• does my play violate their h. rights? 
– What about games with player characters that 
can mock your religion, kick children, 
conduct rape, display gore? 

• movies show these (modulo local laws) 
• How many games depict abuses of human 
rights anyway? 



The sims 

• Here’s a scene from the sims 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Later, hubby sets the house on fire and 
wifey survives by standing in his wEe 



The Trial report 

• A 2009 report by frida castillo for Trial 
(“track impunity always”) looked at 20 fpss 
covering contemporary combat 

• she Judged game content against int. human 
rights law and int. humanitarian law 
– Ihrl is mainly about war; IHL is mainly about peace 

• Some games scored well, but many didn’t 

• The Commonest violations depicted were:  
– principles of distinction and proportionality 

• Eg. Destroying civilian property 

– Torture and cruel/inhuman/degrading behaviour 



And yet... 

• The report views depiction of ihL/IHRL abuses 
as being universally a bad thing 

• However, this Shows a lack of 
understanding of game design as ART 

• Example: the bad guys may be shown using 
torture so we know they’re bad guys 
– Good guys don’t do that! 

• The right to self-expression (“freedom of 
speech”) protects the designer here 
– You can say bad things except in certain cases 



context 

• This is a screenshot from the 
released-this-month game kill the faggot 

 
 
 
 
 

• Is it inciting people to kiLl gays? 
• Context maTters 



Single-player games 

• Non-player interest in human rights 
and games primarily concerns: 
– the use of non-players as game tokens 
– Protecting players from being complicit in 
their own rights’ abuses 

– upsetting non-players, eg. by glorifying rape 
– planting sEeds in the minds of players that 
human rights abuses can be acCeptable 

• This last point brings us to single-
player computer games 

• Here’s an ordered list of abuse depictions 



depictions 

• 1) Things you see happen but can’t prevent 
– eg. Cut scenes of torture 

• 2) Things you can do but that the game 
punishes you for having done 
– eg. Mission fail for Firing on/sniping from a church 

• 3) Things you can do and the game lets you 
– eg. Imprisoning sims 

• 4) Things the game rewards you for doing 
– eg. Experience points for killing passers-by 

• 5) Things the game requires you to do 
– Eg. Feasting on beggars as a vampire in oblivion 

 



Solo play 

• In a single-player game, you can’t abuse 
anyone else’s human rights directly 
because you’re playing by yourself 

• Only point 5) above could be an abuse of 
the player’s own rights 
– If i personally don’t want to do bad 
things, i shouldn’t have to 

• This brings us to the relationship between 
players and designers 
– Basically, you don’t have to do bad things 
– you don’t have to play at aLl 



The covenant 

• Problem: how do you know before you 
start that a game won’t ask you to do 
(what you think are) bad things? 

• Well, Designers: 
– Create a set of general expectations as to 
where the moral, genre and gameplay 
boundaries lie 

– Covenant with players that, even though 
the players don’t know what’s coming up, it 
wiLl fall within those boundaries 

• Breaking the covenant may be a hr abuse 



addiction 

• If you’re not playing freely, you’re not 
playing 
– I mentioned this earlier as a consent issue 

• There are other ways to stop people 
from playing freEly, though 

• You can use cheap psychological 
tricks to make a game addictive 

• Isn’t this a human rights violation? 
– The gambling industry and gamification 
seem to get away with it... 



Oflag IV-c 

• This is colditz castle in saxony, a 
prisoner of war camp in wwII 

• 130 escapes 
• 36 escapees                            
made it                                
back home 



indoctrination 

• game design is an ART form 
• It allows designers to present political 
views through gameplay and fiction 

• Example: all elves are aloof, nature-
loving aesthetes; all dwarfs are 
gregarious, beer-drinking boOrs 

• This endorses a view that stereotyping by 
race is natural and justified 

• Discrimination by designers can be more 
open, of course... 



open 

• Example: the trader malaki in a tale in 
the desert would only trade with male 
characters and was rude to female ones 

• Is this an abuse of human rights? 
– Which people play as female characters? 

• Actually, It’s not an abuse: 
– Local laws deal with interpersonal 
discrimination 

– The Conventions concern governmental 
discrimination of acCeSs to human rights 

 



characteristics 

• Udhr article 12: 
– “No one shall be subjected to arbitrary 
interference with his privacy, family, home or 
correspondence, nor to attacks upon his 
honour and reputation. Everyone has the right 
to the protection of the law against such 
interference or attacks.” 

• mmorpgs: Need I say more? 
• Hr conventions protect people from 
governments very well, but from each 
other lesS well… 



scunthorpe 

• Scunthorpe is a steel-making town in 
lincolnshire, england 



Rights of the avatar 1 

• Raph koster’s thought experiment: 
– What if avatars (characters) had rights? 

• Raph Redrafted U.S. bill of rights and 
france’s declaration of the rights 
of man in terms of avatars 
– http://www.raphkoster.com/gaming/playerrigh
ts.shtml 

• Actually, avatars have no rights 
– raph was using the thought experiment to see 
what rights players had 

– This is an oft-misunderstOod paper! 

http://www.raphkoster.com/gaming/playerrights.shtml
http://www.raphkoster.com/gaming/playerrights.shtml


Rights of the avatar 2 

• The original draft of the paper sank like 
a lead balLoOn 

• Raph recouched it as “advice to admins” 
– Someone’s finger is on the power button 
– What this someone says goes 
– If this someone doesn’t provide a code of 
conduct, their players deserve aLl they get 

– Players should be consulted over changes 
to the code of conduct, but can be ignored 

– Codes of conduct should be fair and should 
be applied fairly 



Rights of the avatar 3 

• So what does this mean in terms of the 
actual rights of players? 
– Players have rights in the real world, of 
which the mmorpg is a part 

– In considering rights, mmorpgs should only 
be thought of in their real-world context 
• Players, not characters 

– Developers can take their baLl home if 
they like 

– Players don’t have to play ball if they 
don’t want to 



Violations galore 

• Player rights can thus be summarised as 
“if you don’t like it, leave” 

• BUT Virtual world developers routinely: 
– Punish players without trial 

– Exile them 
– Restrict freedom of expression 

– Destroy property 

– Infringe privacy 

• ALl of these are human rights violations, 
if undertaken by governments 



operators 

• Most online games are facilitated by 
operating companies 
– Microsoft, blizzard, valve, sony etc.. 

• Are These effectively governments or 
do they just lOok as if they are? 

• why is this important? 
• In 2010, blizzard tied account names to 
real names 
– Privacy is a human right (udhr article 12) 
– blizzard backed off because of player outcry 



expression 

• Well no, Mmo developers aren’t 
governments, they’re gods 

• Unlike with reality, it’s easy to 
switch mmos, or indeed not play any 

• Designers can create as oPpressive and 
unfair a world as they like, because 
players don’t have to play it 
– If i want to create an “escape from colditz” 
game, i should be allowed to do so, surely? 

– It’s my freEdom of expreSsion 



Expression+ 

• Players toO have the right to self-
expresSion, while playing 

• Sometimes, they want to do things that 
designers wish they wouldn’t do 
– Ganking newbies, For example 

• Whose rights of self-expression win? 
• Well, The Designers win, under the “it’s 
my ball” rule 
– so … 1 designer trumps 1,000,000 
players? Does that make sense? 



Reference point 

• It may seem oDd to give precedence to 
designer-created content 

• Doesn’t freedom of expression mean players 
should be able to play however they like? 

• In theory, yes, but what happens when 
your freedom of expression stops me 
from playing how i like? 

• “the players” is not a single group! 
• The designer’s expression is what aLl the 
players signed up to aCcept 



property 

• another big issue is property rights 
– a huge area in mmo law research, so i’m 
only going to nod in its direction 

• UDHR article 17.2 says no-one should be 
arbitrarily deprived of their property 

• 28 dec 2014, an eve online ship was attacked 
and destroyed along with its cargo 
– 84 pilot licence extensions worth $1,500 

• Was that arbitrary? Or indeed 
property? 

• If the game allows stealing, is that ok? 



Moral rights 

• Udhr article 27.2 talks about the right to 
protection of the moral interests in 
your artistic creations 
– Berne convention: rights of atTribution 
and integrity 

• This means that if you publish a 
screenshot of my in-game creation, i 
can insist on its removal 

• But the virtual world itself publishes a 
stream of screenshots the whole time..! 



Futuristic 

• CAN NON-HUMANS HAVE HUMAN RIGHTS? 
• SUPPOSE I CREATED AN MMORPG WITH NPCS 
SO SOPHISTICATED THAT YOU COULDN’T 
DISTINGUISH THEM FROM PEOPLE 

• ARE THESE NPCS ENTITLED TO HUMAN RIGHTS? 
– THEY’RE SapIENT BEINGS 

• CAN YOU kiLl them? 
– WHAT IF the only reason they EXIST Is 
for people to hurt them? 

– Is never existing preferable to death? 



Wrapping up 

• I’VE COVERED LOTS, BUT NONE OF THEse 
HUMAN RIGHTS ISSUES ARE HEAVYWEIGHT 
– NO-ONE IS ON DETENTION WITHOUT TRIAL HERE... 

• HOWEVER, MANY SMALL RIGHTS ABUSES ARE 
HAPPENING DAILY TO MANY, MANY PEOPLE 

• YOU GET TO determine WHAT YOUR stance 
IS ON THESE ISSUES – they’re undecided 

• EXAMPLE: IS DEPICTING HUMAN RIGHTS 
VIOLATIONS ITSELF A HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATION? 
– And should Scunthorpe be renamed? 



conclusion 

• THERE ARE A FEW GUIDING PRINCIPLES TO 
BEAR IN MIND WHEN MAKING YOUR ANALYSIS 
– ALWAYS REMEMBER IT’S PLAYERS NOT 
CHARACTERS THAT HAVE THE RIGHTS 

– PLAYERS WHO CONSENT TEMPORARILY TO 
GIVING UP A RIGHT SO AS TO GAIN A GREATER 
BENEFIT WILL NOT LIKE DO-GOODERS INTERFERING 

– Asserting rights might be self-defeating 
• Preaching in games could close them down 

– FRAMES AND THE MAGIC CIRCLE ARE CRUCIAL 
• “it’s all fun and games until someone loses an eye” 



coda 

• An early text mmo called mist WAS RUN 
BY A TYRANnICAL ADMINISTRATOR WHO 
alL the time would DELETE or 
IMPRISON characters, DESTROY 
PROPERTY, BAN PLAYERS, INSULT THEM 
– ALL ARBITRARILY AND ON A WHIM 

• THE PLAYERS LOVED IT 
– IT WAS PART OF THE GAME 

• SHOULD A GAME LIKE MIST BE ALLOWED? 
• A thousand times yes it should be allowed! 


